ARC Ratings, S.A. affirms the public, final long-term ‘A(sf)’ rating
accorded to the Facility provided to Clooney Issuer DAC by
NatWest Markets PLC, and changes the outlook to stable from negative
London, 28 August 2020 - ARC Ratings, S.A. (ARC) has affirmed the public, final long-term ‘A(sf)’ rating accorded
to the Facility provided to Clooney Issuer DAC by NatWest Markets PLC, and revises the rating outlook to stable.
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This review follows the Covid-19 review conducted in May 2020 and focuses on the performance of the transaction
from the initial review in November 2019 to July 2020. ARC placed the transaction on negative outlook in May 2020
in light of the Covid-19 outbreak and its consequential economic impact, in this respect ARC took rating action
across its portfolio of Non-Performing Loan (NPL) transactions.
The rating addresses the timely payment of interest and the ultimate repayment of principal.

TRANSACTION OVERVIEW
NatWest Markets (NWM) provided an Initial Committed Facility of EUR 82.0m to Clooney Issuer DAC (the
“Borrower”), who are owned by Bain Capital Credit Global ICAV, to purchase a portfolio of Portuguese (NPLs). The
Facility has an Original Maturity of 4 October 2022 and an Extended Maturity of 4 October 2023, subject to certain
extension conditions being satisfied. The Current Facility Balance stands at EUR 50.5m, which has amortised faster
than what ARC expected with gross and net collections ahead of initial business plan expectations.
To date no Cash Sweep or Events of Default have occurred.
The portfolio of NPLs purchased by the Borrower is backed by various collateral types, with the current largest
collateral concentration being residential property (41%), followed by commercial property (30%); noting that these
figures are based on the Initial Valuation amounts. With respect to geographic concentrations, the largest regional
exposures are Lisbon (26%) and Faro (13%), with the remainder of the portfolio diversified across Portugal.
The transaction continues to benefit from structural enhancements which are designed to protect the Facility from
a deterioration in performance of the loan portfolio and ensure ultimate repayment. Firstly, the transaction benefits
from an equity cushion through the Advance Rate mechanism, allowing the transaction to absorb a decline in
portfolio performance. Secondly, there is a Cash Sweep Event trigger which increases the level of prepayment to
100% (the amount to be repaid towards the Facility provider from collections, post fees and interest).
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RATING RATIONALE
Key Rating Drivers:
− Covid-19 economic impact: Portugal has been one of the European countries least affected by the virus
outbreak with deaths of 17.52 per 100,000 of population, this in comparison to its neighbour Spain which
witnessed deaths of 61.58 per 100,000 of population (European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control).
This has allowed for a substantial reduction in lockdown measures, particularly in the Lisbon metropolitan area
which allows small gatherings of less than 10 people amongst other lighter restrictions.
− Prior to the outbreak of Covid-19, Portugal’s economic growth continued to outpace many other countries in
Europe, especially those affected heavily by the financial crisis in 2008. For example, Italy’s GDP averaged 0.92%
over the last three years, whereas Portugal had an average GDP of 2.76% over the same period. Whilst the
effects of Covid-19 are likely to see GDP drop by 9.8% in 2020 according to the European Commission, this is
not as severe as the GDP forecasts for Italy and Spain which are expected to see decreases of 11.2% and 10.9%
respectively. There is a general consensus that the Portuguese economy will recover faster and experience
growth of roughly 6.4% YoY in 2021.
− Security: The unsold real estate assets providing security to the loans are in excess of the Outstanding Facility
Amount according to latest Quarterly Monthly Report (QMR) received by ARC. The outstanding portfolio of
assets exhibit broad asset type diversification, as discussed above. The transaction benefitted from the division
of more complex units into multiple individual units, which created the opportunity to sell individual units of
collateral to accelerate recoveries.
− Collateral/recovery prospects: Residential assets in Portugal have increased in transaction value over the last
few years (8% growth in 2019 vs 2018). Up until the outbreak of Covid-19, Lisbon and Porto saw price increases
of 9.5% and 4% in 2019 respectively (according to Instituto Nocional de Estatistica). The effects of the virus on
the residential assets is still yet to be determined but is expected to follow the general trend of reduced demand
and thus, values will remain stagnant or decrease. In May 2020, a Top 4 rating agency predicted that house
prices would decrease by 2.5% during 2020, but recover by 2022. In June 2020, banks in Portugal reported an
increase in valuations to pre-crisis levels, indicating that expected recoveries in the property market may occur
sooner than expected.
− In respect of the commercial assets, demand is expected to decrease over the medium-term due to reduced
economic activity. However, the pre-crisis office vacancy rate in Lisbon and Porto was hovering around a low
5% (according a Savills Portugal market report, September 2019), indicating strong demand in the sector.
Demand is expected to increase as GDP starts to recover next year. The aforementioned points on the collateral
pricing prospects are fundamental to ARC’s analysis in respect of sizing collections.
− Collections: ARC observed that collections, both gross and net are well above business plan expectations.
While the level of collections is expected to taper off and align more towards the initial business plan projections
in the later stages of the Facility, ARC has drawn a degree of certainty in the ability of the Facility to repay in
light of the strong initial performance. The expected tapering off of the collections has been tested in ARC’s
modelled scenarios.
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− Structural Enhancement mechanisms: Further to the aforementioned structural enhancements, the transaction
contains both an Expense Reserve and an Interest Reserve in order to ensure the payment of senior obligations,
as well as cure rights which ensures that the loans are repaid if specific conditions are met. These reserves were
both funded at the required levels as per the June QMR.
− Cash Flow Model: ARC analysed the current levels of gross and net collections realised on the portfolio in its
cash flow model that incorporates collection stresses in order to determine if the Facility will be repaid before
the Final Maturity Date. The current level of collections in the portfolio are sufficiently far enough ahead of
ARC’s stressed cash flow expected collections for the same time period, to give ARC sufficient satisfaction to
affirm the rating at the current ‘A(sf)’ level and change the outlook to stable from negative.
− Sponsor: ARC drew a degree of comfort from the Sponsor’s extensive experience in the distressed and special
situations sector. This combined with the experience of the Servicer, whom is present in 4 countries with strong
NPL pipelines and has EUR 20bn of Assets Under Management.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Sensitivities Analysis
Stressed Scenario Description

Rating Level

10% additional decrease in stressed collections

A (sf)

20% additional decrease in stressed collections

BBB+ (sf)

KEY TIPPING POINTS
Positive Turning Points

Negative Turning Points

−

−

Transaction rated at the top of ARC’s rating

A rapid and substantial decrease in gross

ceiling for NPL transactions, therefore an

collections below levels needed to sustain

upgrade is not possible.

sufficient Net Collections to discharge the
Facility before the Final Extended Maturity
Date at the current rating level.
−

Increase in expenses well above predicted
levels.

−

Protracted economic effect of Covid-19
beyond initial estimates.
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RELATED CRITERIA
ARC Ratings’ Global Structured Finance Rating Criteria (September 2019)
ARC Ratings’ Non-Performing Loans (NPLs) Rating Criteria (October 2019)
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Note that ARC Ratings is not a legal, tax or financial adviser, and only provides a credit opinion of the rated securities. For
example, a rating does not cover a potential change in laws nor can it be regarded as an audit. Moreover, ARC Ratings is not a
party to the transaction documents. Users of our credit ratings should familiarise themselves with the transaction
documents / mechanics and should form their own views in this respect. They should not rely on ARC Ratings for legal, tax or
financial advice, and are encouraged to contact the relevant advisers.
ARC Ratings, S.A. is registered as a Credit Rating Agency (CRA) with the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) ,
within the scope of the Regulation (EC) No. 1060/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council, of 16 September, and
recognised as External Credit Assessment Institution (ECAI).
This Review Report should be read together with initial Rating Report and with the subsequent Review reports.
Ratings assigned by ARC Ratings represent opinions on the capacity and willingness of an entity to make all required payments
on a given obligation in a timely manner. The meaning of each rating category is explained in www.arcratings.com.
The rating(s) assigned by ARC Ratings in this report was / were sought by the entity whose financial commitments are being
rated.
ARC Ratings provides to the entity whose financial commitments are being rated the documents that substantiate the rating to
be attributed. This entity is thus given the opportunity to clarify or correct factual details, thus allowing the rating assigned to be
as accurate as possible. ARC Ratings also grants the issuer the possibility of appealing a rating accorded by ARC Ratings as long
as this appeal is supported on additional information that hasn’t been taken into account in the original rating accordance.
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ARC Ratings, S.A. historical default rates are published in the European Securities and Markets Authority Central Repository
(CEREP) which can be accessed on the website cerep.esma.europa.eu/cerep-web/. ARC Ratings default rate is the probability of
lack of full and timely payment of capital or interest or of the occurrence of any event that explicitly indicates that the future full
and timely payment of those commitments will not occur (e.g., in case of insolvency).
Ratings do not constitute a recommendation to buy or sell, but only one of the factors to be weighted by investors.
Throughout the entire period during which ratings are valid, ARC Ratings monitors the issuer’s performance on a constant basis,
and may even bring forward the date of the review unless stated as point in time. Hence, prior to an investor using a rating, ARC
Ratings recommends that it be confirmed, namely by consulting the list of public ratings available on the website
www.arcratings.com.
ARC Ratings’ ratings are assigned based on information, which may include confidential information, collected from a wide group
of sources, which may include the entity whose financial commitments are subject to rating. ARC Ratings uses and treats this
information with due care and attention. Although all due care was taken in the collection, cross-checking and processing of the
information for the purposes of the rating analysis, ARC Ratings cannot be held liable for its accuracy. ARC Ratings must make
sure that the information has a minimum level of quality prior to assigning a rating based on such information.
In the rating process, ARC Ratings adopts procedures and methodologies aimed at ensuring transparency, credibility and
independence, and also that rating classifications are not influenced by situations of conflict of interests. Any exceptions to these
principles are disclosed by ARC Ratings together with the rating of the financial commitment in question.
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